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Asbestos Surface Charge Heterogeneity and Biological Effects
To accomplish the goal of Schiller et
al. ["to minimize the undesirable occupational hazards" of amphibole particles
(1, p. 1530)], it is important to relate
biological effects to the reported surface
charge heterogeneity, which is responsible for a smaller net surface charge for
blocky amphibole cleavage fragments
than for elongated asbestos fibers. The
impact that long-term in vivo leaching
has on net surface charge and surface
charge heterogeneity should be considered when one is relating the results of
Schiller et al. to long-term biological
effects.
Net surface charge, as represented in
terms of electrophoretic mobility (p.), is
expressed in (1) as a function of basal

(p.s) and lateral (p.) electrophoretic

mo-

bilities and the aspect ratio for a cylindrical particle (y, length divided by diameter)
(1)
2. + 2
Adsorption studies with amphibole particles have shown that in neutral aqueous
media pLj is positive because of cation
layers and p2 is negative because of
silica ribbons (2). By statistically fitting
empirical data to Eq. 1, Schiller et al.
quantified pL1 and p.2 for amphibole particles.
In relating charges on fragments and
fibers to long-term biological effects, a
complicating factor is in vivo leaching
1534

(3), which for amphiboles would mainly
decrease the positive basal charge by
preferential dissolution of hydrated surface cations (4). For amphibole edge
leaching, cation removal changes pLj to
,u*(t), where t is time; as p2 is essentially determined by less soluble silica, its
value is relatively constant. The net electrophoretic mobility for leached fibers
[,u*(t)] is thus a function of leaching time
and is approximated by
p*(t)

=

pL.*(t)
2-y

+

2p2Y

(2)

+

To simulate the rate of change for p.1I in
vivo, we leached fibers of the amphibole
crocidolite for various times using Tyrode's (physiological buffer) solution (5).
From measurements of p.*(t) for fibers
having a of 5, I estimate that p.l*(t)
would equal zero after 33 days and that
on further leaching, both edges and faces
would become negatively charged. Since
similar leaching would occur in vivo, its
impact on the net surface charge and
surface charge heterogeneity should be
considered when one is relating the results of Schiller et al. to long-term biological effects. In addition to leaching,
adsorption onto fibers of materials such
as surfactants (5) would also affect the
fiber surface charge in vivo.
Long-term leaching in vivo could
obliterate fiber edge and face charge
differences. Blocky cleavage fragments
and elongated fibers would then display
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a net surface charge cotnparable to that
for homogeneous materials such as silica, quartz, and glass and independent of
y. Certain fibers having homogeneous
surfaces, such as glass fibers, are similar
to crocidolite in that fibers with large
values of -y induce a higher incidence of
malignant pleural mesenchymal neoplasms than those with small values (6).
As the net surface charge is independent
of -y for fibers having homogeneous surfaces, factors other than fiber edge and
face charge heterogeneity would account
for the observed variation in biological
activity.
WILLIAM GODDARD LIGHT
Walden Division of Abcor, Inc.,
Wilmington, Massachusetts 01887
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